The Apprenticeship
(syllabus)

*

* All Classes are recorded and are around 2hrs in length

Part 1: The Mercurial
Part 1: "Foundations"
1. Archetypal Multivalence
2. The Planets & their voices
3. The Signs & their seals
4. Looking for Houses
Part 2: “Personality Matrix"
5. Sun “Becoming a Star”
6. Moon “Tidal Mirrors”
7. Angles “4 Faces of God”
8. Mercury “Delicious language”
9. Venus “Connection”
10. Mars “Separation”
Part 3: “Transcending Self”
11. Jupiter “Your own Guru”
12. Saturn: “Lord of the Rings”
13. Uranus “Eternal Truths”
14. Neptune “Waking up”
15. Pluto “Buddha nature”
16. Chiron & the Others “Voices from other lands”

Midterm Reading!
…You will all be tested at this point by giving an hour reading with
someone I will set you up with. You will have as much time as
needed to prepare, you will record it, and we will go from there.

Part 2: Kosmognosis
Part 5: “Becoming a Seer”
17. Transits “Cosmic triggers”
18. Progressions & Arcs “Issues with Prediction”
19. Learning from the Past “Becoming an Existential Detective”
20. Vimshottari Dasa cycle “Cracking Karmic Codes”
Part 6: “The Philosophers Stone”
21. Synastry & Composite “Love & its Contracts”
22. Returns “Learning from the Past”
23. Astrocartography “Oh, the places you’ll go”
24. Bringing it All together

The Final Test:
…A Cold reading. Meaning, you have no time to prepare. You cast the
Chart at the beginning of the Reading with someone I set you up with, you
record the hour, and then, we go over it together to see if you are ready to
graduate.
*Ideally, the entire Apprenticeship can be completed in 8 months.
* Also, you will be in Classes of 4-8 people. It is my hope that this supports
the learning and also initiates long lasting friendships between all of you.
Email me if you have any questions.

